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Class of 1938
Lucille (Craig) Arthur, Meaghan Hayes and Sean Hayes

Class of 1951
Janelle “Skippy” (Brantley) Pate and Pearlious Bledsoe

Class of 1953
Tom Taylor and Carolyn (Britt) Taylor ‘56

Class of 1956
Patricia (Pate) Daniels and Selma (Cockrell) Uldrick
Horace Rushton and Jean Strom
Juan (Mock) Strong and John Strong
Carolyn (Britt) Taylor and Tom Taylor ‘53

Class of 1957
Herbert Padgett and Bobbie Jean (Yaun) Padgett ‘58
Richard Walling and Patsy (Johnson) Cromer Walling

Class of 1958
Bobbie Jean (Yaun) Padgett and Herbert Padgett ‘57

Class of 1959
Tommy Brantley and Carolyn (Barton) Brantley ‘61
Linda (Craig) Chura and John Chura
Jimmy Mock and Ray Boynton ‘62
Ola Mae (Rushton) Peavler and Deanne (Rushton) Orr ‘64

Class of 1960
Larry Clark and Brenda (Fulmer) Clark ‘62
Linda (Whittle) White ’60 and John White

Class of 1961
Carolyn (Barton) Brantley and Tommy Brantley ‘59
Glenn Gaskin and Alice “Bunny” Gaskin
Glenn jr. Gaskin and Jennifer Blevins
Bobby Hydrick and Gerry (Farmer) Hydrick ‘67
Gwen (Cato) McKinney and James McKinney
Milledge Yonn and Brenda Bell
Barry Hughes and Karen Cannon
Class of 1962
Pat (Lohray Reardon) Bates, Linda (Parrott) Lagrow and Nina Freeman
Ray Boynton and Jimmy Mock ‘59
Don Bryant and Barbara Adams
Brenda (Fulmer) Clark and Larry Clark ‘60
Carol (Cook) Gibson and Otis Gibson ‘63
Cheryl (Arthur) Glisson, Bonnie (Arthur) Goff ’64 and Christina Sherrod
Johnny Mock and France Mock

Class of 1963
Otis Gibson and Carol (Cook) Gibson ‘62
Linda (Yaun) Heaton and Bill Heaton
Johnny Hodson and Beverly (Barrett) Hodson ‘70
Joy (Mock) Parry and Donald Parry
Joy (Baggott) Silas and Walter Silas
Rodney Williams and Laura Williams

Class of 1964
Sandy (Riner) Atkins and Ken Atkins
Merle (Stevens) Bush and Linda (Bush) Insley
Vivian (Bennett) Cook and Leonard Cook
Bonnie (Arthur) Goff, Cheryl (Arthur) Glisson ’62 and Christina Sherrod
Zona Kay (Rhinehart) Murray and William Murray
Deanne (Rushton) Orr and Ola Mae (Rushton) Peavler ’59
Pat (Teal) Rudy and Ken Cox
Linda (Overstreet) Smith and Pat (Parrott) Barton ‘65
George Stiefel and Janis Stiefel
Brenda (Anderson) Tweed ’64 and Wesley Tweed

Class of 1965
Pat (Parrott) Barton and Linda (Overstreet) Smith ’64
Kirk Bennett and Alicia Bennett
James Drennan and Sylvia Drennan
LaGail (Moody) Hall and Teena (Barton) Muszall ’73
Robert Hewitt and Barbara Preston
Alvin Phillips and Lilli Gibson
Joe Taylor and Brenda (Barton) Taylor

Class of 1966
James Bryant and Patty (Beard) Bryant ‘71
Sally Jennings and Judy Williams
Shirley (Bazzle) Lake and Ken Lake
Nancy (Lowe) Merritt and Wayne Merritt
George Mitchell and Dawn Mitchell
Ronnie Thompson and Debbie Thompson
*Dale Stone and Pam Stone ’71
Lawrence Tingen

Class of 1967
Jerry Green and Elva Green
Clyde Harkins and Christine (Bryant) Harkins
Gerry (Farmer) Hydrick and Bobby Hydrick ’61
Joan (Barrett) Parrott and Ben Parrott ’69

Class of 1968
Bruce Cole and Melanie (Stiefel) Cole ‘70
Elise Cole and Ryan Cole
Jane (Hudson) Dunn and Robert Dunn

Class of 1969
Ben Parrott and Joan (Barrett) Parrott ’67

Class of 1970
Melanie (Stiefel) Cole and Bruce Cole ‘68
Beverly (Barrett) Hodson and Johnny Hodson ‘63

Class of 1971
Patty (Beard) Bryant and James Bryant ‘66
Jeanie (Parrott) Cole and Ken Cole
Sharon (Lepp) Curley and Robin Krepps
Steve Proctor and Monica Proctor
Joel Randall and Janice (Overstreet) Randall ‘72
* Pam Stone and Dale Stone ‘66

Class of 1972
Howell Marchant and Connie (Creed) Marchant ‘73
Janice (Overstreet) Randall and Joel Randall ‘71
Nancy (Hewitt) Ruth and David Ruth

Class of 1973
Connie (Creed) Marchant and Howell Marchant ‘72
Teena (Barton) Muszall and LaGail (Moody) Hall ‘65

Class of 1974
*Bruce Cromer and Caye Cromer

Class of 1976
Susan (Taylor) Mullis and Sheri (Bledsoe) Gossett

Class of 1977
Darren Taylor and Julie (Melton) Taylor ’80
Inman and Lisa Floyd
Class of 1978
Charles “Eddie” Beard and Sandra (Lott) Beard

Class of 1979
Charles Bates ’79 and Martha (Taylor) Bates
Renee (Busbee) Stewart and Terry Stewart

Class of 1980
Todd Brantley and Stephanie Brantley
Julie (Melton) Taylor and Darren Taylor ’77

Sherry Mercer and Wayne Fetner
*Judy and Terrell Leopard

*Alternate Booking